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Section 1- About your service / policy / function
1 Briefly describe the key delivery 
objectives of the 
policy/service/function being 
assessed

City Library is located within Elliot House on Deansgate in the city centre of Manchester and is due to 
open on the 28th June 2010. It will serve as a temporary library while the refurbishment of Central Library 
takes place over the next three years. The library will have a modern, stylish interior with books, DVDs, 
papers and magazines in comfortable reading areas. There will be computers, reference materials, 
business information, services for visually impaired people and a reduced Henry Watson Music 
Library and Chinese collection. There will also be areas for children, teenagers and the latest self-
issue and return technology, meaning that no-one has to queue. The Local Studies Service will also 
be housed in City Library, with an extensive collection of books and non-original (microfilm and 
computer) local and family history sources. 

2 What are the desired outcomes 
from this policy/service/function?

To ensure that all customers and staff are able to access all services and facilities available at the City 
Library, and that no equality group is discriminated against or disadvantaged in any way. 

Section 2 – Understanding your customer 
3. Do you currently monitor the 
service/policy/function by the adjacent 
equality groups?

Equality 
group

Y/N If no, please explain why this is the case and / or note action to prioritise the 
gathering of this equality data in your action plan

Race Y Race, gender and age can all be monitored via active membership cohort, 
which is available to export from our library management system. This data is 
monitored on a regular basis as outlined in the department’s Equality Action 
Plan.

We also use the information provided from the results of our 2009 Public 
Library User Survey to analyse uptake of all the equality groups.

Gender Y
Disability Y
Sexuality Y

Age Y
Religion & 

Belief
Y

4. Who will be consulted as part of this 
EIA? What types of consultation will be 
carried out?

Customers consulted indirectly via Public Library User Surveys for adults and children, run on a 3 year 
cycle, to gauge satisfaction with services. 



Section 3 – Delivery of a customer focussed service / policy / function
5. Could the policy/service have a 
differential impact relating to race 
equality? 

Y N What evidence or data exists to support your analysis?
No Data around the ethnicity of our active members needs to be cleaned and improved, 

however it does indicate that 58% of active members at Central Library were White 
British (of the people who provided this information). This is 10% below the percentage 
of White British Manchester residents in the MYE 2007, which shows we are attracting 
a broad range of ethnic minority groups. It is hoped that we will continue to do so as 
City Library replaces Central, and will be monitored on a regular basis.  

Language stock: There will be stock in various community languages in Elliot 
House, although it will be reduced from the provision formerly held in the Language 
and Literature and Chinese Libraries due to space constrictions. Some of the 
smaller collections have been moved to neighbourhood libraries where 
communities live, and anyone can request books in their preferred language for 
free. Languages held in Elliot House will include Chinese, Urdu, Polish, Arabic, 
French, and a few others. 

Events for BME communities: Events will continue to be held as they were at 
Central Library. The Black interest reading group will hold its monthly meetings at 
Elliot House. 

RFID technology (self issue machines) means that it is easier for customers to 
access stock relating to personal or sensitive issues, i.e. they no longer need to go 
to a counter to have an item of stock issued, which may be seen as a barrier to 
some customers.

If the impact is negative what solutions 
will be introduced?
If the impact is positive how will this be 
safeguarded?

Ethnicity of active members will be monitored on a regular basis. We will monitor customer feedback to 
ensure that all customers are able to access services equally and any issues will be dealt with if they 
arise.

Which business plans or equality action 
plans have these been transferred to? 
E.g. Equalities Delivery Plan, Business 
Objectives Delivery Plan, Workforce 
Delivery Plan etc 

Libraries’ Equality Plan and Business Plan

6. Could the policy/service have a Y N What evidence or data exists to support your analysis?



differential impact on disability 
equality?

No No membership data collected around disability. PLUS 09 results indicate that a 
slightly higher than average number of respondents at Central said they had no 
disabilities or condition (83%), and there were generally lower rates of people citing 
specific disabilities than the Manchester average.
A very successful Living Library event held at Moss Side Power House in March 
2009

The VIP unit has been relocated from its first floor location in Central Library to a 
ground floor location in the City Library. The former location was unsuitable as access 
was made very difficult for visually impaired customers, particularly in the event of 
evacuation due to fire alarms and other emergency situations. The location in City 
library enables our customers to access VIP services much more easily. Services will 
continue as they were at Central, with the added bonus of the VIP Unit being on the 
ground floor. The VIP team will be holding an open day in the new unit a few weeks 
after it opens.

3 induction loop units will be available on a booking out system.

A range of stock will be available around health and disability. A Health Information 
Point will be established, though it will be smaller than the one in Central. It is 
hoped that the same number of resources and leaflets will be available, and 
posters will be displayed. It is hoped that we will promote World Mental Health Day 
in October and World AIDS Day at the beginning of December, and that there will 
be events held at Elliot to support these. The Macmillan Cancer Support service 
would be available on request for customers visiting Elliot House. 

RFID technology (self issue machines) means that it is easier for customers to 
access stock relating to personal or sensitive issues, i.e. they no longer need to go 
to a counter to have an item of stock issued, which may be seen as a barrier to 
some customers.

If the impact is negative what solutions 
will be introduced?

Health Matters team to ensure that posters are displayed in Elliot House

If the impact is positive how will this be 
safeguarded?

We will monitor customer feedback to ensure that all customers are able to access services equally and 
any issues will be dealt with if they arise.

Which business plans or equality action 
plans have these been transferred to?  
E.g. Equalities Delivery Plan, Business 
Objectives Delivery Plan, Workforce 
Delivery Plan etc

Libraries’ Equality Plan and Business Plan



7. Could the policy/service have a 
differential impact relating to equality 
for LGBTs?

Y N What evidence or data exists to support your analysis?
No No data around sexuality is collected when new members join the library. For the 

PLUS survey 2009, 517 people provided a response when asked about their sexuality. 
90% stated they were heterosexual/straight, which was lower than the Manchester 
average of 92%. Just under 10% said they were gay/lesbian/other, which was higher 
than the Manchester average of 8%. There is limited data available in terms of LGBT 
residents living in Manchester, so we cannot say if the proportion of active members is 
equitable with the population, however the Library Service prides itself on the services, 
events and resources it provides to LGBT communities in a welcoming and safe 
environment.

LGBT stock is available to all MSPH customers via the extensive library catalogue. We 
will be looking at the PLUS results to see if there are any areas in which we can 
improve services for LGBT customers. Wide range of events were held at Central 
during LGBT History Month and we will aim to do the same in 2011. LGBT lead co-
ordinator is currently involved with a project about Alan Turing.

RFID technology (self issue machines) means that it is easier for customers to 
access stock relating to personal or sensitive issues, i.e. they no longer need to go 
to a counter to have an item of stock issued, which may be seen as a barrier to 
some customers.

If the impact is negative what solutions 
will be introduced?

We will ensure that community information about groups/events/initiatives linked to each equality group is 
displayed or made available as and when required.
We will ensure that staff notices relating to each equality group are made available, for example 
information on the departmental/corporate cultural staff groups and LGBT groups.
We will endeavour to provide stock that is tailored towards each equality group, and there is a wide range 
of stock available on our library catalogue that customers will be able to reserve free of charge. 

If the impact is positive how will this be 
safeguarded?

We will monitor customer feedback to ensure that all customers are able to access services equally and 
any issues will be dealt with if they arise.

Which business plans or equality action 
plans have these been transferred to?  
E.g. Equalities Delivery Plan, Business 
Objectives Delivery Plan, Workforce 
Delivery Plan etc

Libraries’ Equality Plan and Business Plan

8. Could the policy/service have a Y N What evidence or data exists to support your analysis?



differential impact relating to age 
equality?

No 92% of members at Central library are aged 16-64, which reflects its location as a city 
centre library which attracts a high number of students, commuters and people who 
come to the library for research/work purposes. Only 4% are aged 0-15 and the same 
proportion are aged over 64, so it is hoped that the new City library may reach out to 
these groups more. 

There will be stock available at Elliot House which is geared towards older people, and 
a much wider range of stock can be borrowed via the library catalogue. There will also 
be a Local Studies section offering a wide range of services, which is very popular with 
our older customers. Any elderly customers who come to Elliot House who wish to take 
up the community services on offer, such as home visits and postal cassette service, 
will be able to find out how to do so by staff. There will be a child/teenage section in 
Elliot House which is geared towards our younger customers.

Children’s Services: There are thriving, well-attended weekly story sessions for 
under 5s and their parents/carers in General Readers, so they will continue at Elliot 
House. Family Link Librarian Irene Kay is the person running these.  As for young 
people, particularly GCSE and A level students, it was the study space that 
attracted them, and this will inevitably be reduced in the new building. 

RFID technology (self issue machines) means that it is easier for customers to 
access stock relating to personal or sensitive issues, i.e. they no longer need to go 
to a counter to have an item of stock issued, which may be seen as a barrier to 
some customers.

If the impact is negative what solutions 
will be introduced?
If the impact is positive how will this be 
safeguarded?

We will continue to monitor our active membership in terms of customer age

Which business plans or equality action 
plans have these been transferred to?  

Libraries’ Business and Equality Plans

9. Could the policy/service have a Y N What evidence or data exists to support your analysis?



differential impact relating to gender 
equality? 

No 51% of members are male and 49% are female, which is in line with our overall 
active membership figures for the city. According to the population MYE 2008 the 
gender split in Manchester is 50.9%/49.1% male/female, therefore the active 
membership figures are equitable with this.

The lending stock available is diverse and will suit both genders, and customers are 
able to select from the wide range of diverse stock available across the city via the 
library catalogue.

RFID technology (self issue machines) means that it is easier for customers to 
access stock relating to personal or sensitive issues, i.e. they no longer need to 
go to a counter to have an item of stock issued, which may be seen as a barrier 
to some customers.

If the impact is negative what solutions 
will be introduced?
If the impact is positive how will this be 
safeguarded?

We will continue to monitor our active membership in terms of customer gender

Which business plans or equality action 
plans have these been transferred to? 
E.g. Equalities Delivery Plan, Business 
Objectives Delivery Plan, Workforce 
Delivery Plan etc 

Libraries’ Equality and Business Plan

10. Could the policy/service have a 
differential impact relating to equality 
in religion and belief? 

Y N What evidence or data exists to support your analysis?
No No information around religion is collected when a member joins the library. The latest 

PLUS results had 509 responses when Central library customers were asked about 
their religion. A higher than average number of respondents said they had no religion
(96%), and a slightly lower than average number cited their religion as Christian. The 
second highest religion cited was Muslim, which had a similar proportion of 
respondents as the Manchester average.

There will be stock available around religion and belief, and customers will be able to 
reserve items from the extensive library catalogue.

RFID technology (self issue machines) means that it is easier for customers to 
access stock relating to personal or sensitive issues, i.e. they no longer need to go 
to a counter to have an item of stock issued, which may be seen as a barrier to 
some customers.

If the impact is negative what solutions 
will be introduced?



If the impact is positive how will this be 
safeguarded?

We will address any issues as and when they arise, mainly through customer feedback.

Which business plans or equality action 
plans have these been transferred to? 
E.g. Equalities Delivery Plan, Business 
Objectives Delivery Plan, Workforce 
Delivery Plan etc 

Libraries’ Business and Equality Plans
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